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ABSTRACT
As a growing proportion of our daily human interactions are digi-
tized and subjected to algorithmic decision-making on social media
platforms, it has become increasingly important to ensure that these
algorithms behave in a fair manner. In this work, we study fairness
in collaborative-filtering recommender systems trained on social
media data. We empirically demonstrate the prevalence of demo-
graphic bias in these systems for a large Facebook dataset, both in
terms of encoding harmful stereotypes, and in the impact on conse-
quential decisions such as recommending academic concentrations
to the users. We then develop a simple technique to mitigate bias
in social media-based recommender systems, and show that this
results in fairer behavior with only a minor loss in accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is increasing awareness that machine learning algorithms
can impact people in unfair ways with legal or ethical consequences
when used to automate decisions in areas such as insurance, credit
scoring, loan assessment, hiring, and crime prediction [2, 3]. As
social media platforms are a major contributor to the number of
automated data-driven decisions that we as individuals are sub-
jected to, it is clear that such fairness issues in social media can
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Users Likes Pairs Concentrations
16,619 143,303 3,501,203 1,380

Figure 1: Summary of the Facebook dataset.

potentially also cause substantial societal harm. Recommender sys-
tems [1, 12] are the workhorse method for a variety of machine
learning tasks for social media data, e.g. suggesting advertisements,
products, friends, pages, and potentially, consequential suggestions
such as romantic partners or even career paths. In this paper, we
therefore investigate the “unfairness” of social media-based rec-
ommender systems. Our fundamental research questions are: Do
different demographic groups experience mistreatment in the form of
bias from recommender systems trained on data from online social
networks? If so, how can we quantify and mitigate these biases?

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
The recommender system research community has begun to con-
sider issues of fairness in recommendation. Fair recommendation
systems have been proposed, e.g. penalizing disparate distributions
of prediction error [13], and making recommended items indepen-
dent from protected attributes such as gender, race, and age [10].
[5, 6] taxonomize fairness objectives and methods based on which
set of stakeholders in the recommender system are being considered,
since it may be meaningful to consider fairness amongmany groups
in recommender systems. Unlike previous work, we specifically
study fairness for recommender systems trained on social media
data, recommending pages to “like,” and academic concentrations.

3 DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The Facebook data we analyzed was collected from 2007 to 2012
as part of the myPersonality project [11], a popular Facebook app.
It offered psychometric tests to its users and returned feedback on
their performance [8]. We consider several kinds of information of
Facebook users such as demographic profile, eg. gender and age,
their academic concentrations, and user-like pairs. The “likes” and
academic concentrations are the items we aim to predict in this
study to evaluate recommender systems on the basis of fairness.
See Figure 1 for a summary of the dataset after pre-processing.

Our starting point is a neural network collaborative filtering
model, summarized in Figure 2, for predicting the pages a user
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of neural network for collaborative filtering.

Figure 3: PCA projection of Debiased Model-2. Dotted vectors rep-
resent vectors from typical CF.

Figure 4: Performance comparison of different model in terms of
like predictions.

“likes,” encoded as 1, or does not “like,” encoded as 0, which are
analogous to ratings. The embedding size for user and like embed-
dings was set to 100. The user and like embeddings are combined
by concatenation, rather than a dot product, as we found that this
improved performance. One hidden layer with 10 linear units is
used along with dropout regularization of probability 0.1 followed
by a linear output layer. Finally, we train the model by optimizing
MSE loss using Adam in batch mode with a learning rate of 0.01.

3.1 Debiasing Methods
Our debiasing approach adapts very recent work on attenuating
bias in word vectors [7] to the problem of collaborative filtering. [7]
propose to debias word vectors by a linear projection of all words
w orthogonally to the bias vector vB as follows:

w ′ = w − (w · vB )vB . (1)

The main challenge here is to find the proper bias direction,
which is application dependent, and differs from the word embed-
ding case for collaborative filtering. First, we obtain bias directions
for each protected group. For women, we obtain bias vectors as

vF =
f1 + f2 + ...

| | f1 + f2 + ...| |
(2)

where, f1, f2, ... are vectors for particular female users, and similarly
for men vM , and so on. The male-female bias direction is vF −vM .
Following [9] and [4], we further aim to protect the intersections of
the groups. We obtain intersectional bias directions by adding the
bias directions per protected attribute, e.g. for gender × age:

vB =
(vF −vM ) + (vA≤30 −vA>30)

| |(vF −vM ) + (vA≤30 −vA>30)| |
. (3)

As well as Equation 1, we consider a hard debiasing approach,
Debiased Model 2, by neglecting the sign of the dot product as
follows so that all the vectors of different groups remain closer:

w ′ = w − (|w · vB |)vB . (4)

3.2 Experimental Results
For visualization, we apply PCA on the user embeddings (Figure 3).
We found that while Debiased Model 1 (Equation 1, not shown for
space) shifts protected groups and intersectional groups away from
the bias direction, Debiased Model 2 further shifts all the groups
and intersectional groups to approximately a 180-degree angle from
the bias direction under the PCA projection. Thus, all groups end
up having a similar direction, which more strongly ensures fairness.

To show the impact of demographic biases and their mitigation,
we study the use of the embeddings to suggest academic concentra-
tions, using cosine distance based k-nearest neighbors with k = 10.
For each demographic group, we generate recommendation of aca-
demic concentrations from all the model based on the 10 similar
users. We found that both debiased models mitigate the bias of the
typical CF algorithm by suggesting similar concentrations to the
protected groups, while Debiased Model 2 mitigates the bias further
and suggests very similar concentrations to all of the groups. For
example, the typical CF model recommends psychology to men
and nursing to women, while Debiased Model 2 recommends both
of these to both genders. We will show more examples for the dif-
ferent groups in the presentation. Finally, we study the effect of
debiasing on the recommendation performance (Figure 4). The de-
biased models only slightly increase mean squared error (MSE) and
mean absolute error (MAE) metrics, validating that our proposed
methods remain effective while achieving fair behavior.
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